**KIT, ITAS**

**International Round Table on Radio Diversity Karlsruhe**

**AGENDA 16 November 2009**

Chair: Arnd Weber (ITAS, KIT). Co-chair: Michael Haas (A.T. Kearney), Secretary: Daniel Scuka, representing Mobikyo KK (Tokyo)

**Welcome and Introduction**
- Presentation of Agenda and Introduction of Participants: Arnd Weber, ITAS, KIT

**Presentations: Licensing and Innovation**
- Making Content Accessible: Yusuke Kanda, CEO, Access Systems Europe, Germany
- The Business of Mobile in Japan: Lars Cosh-Ishii, Director, Mobikyo, Japan
- Implementing the WAPECS Concept: Isolde Goggin, former Chairperson of ComReg, Ireland
- Spectral Efficiency, an Inevitable Path for Successful Technologies: Arnaud Saffari, Chairman of Kleos (France) and Co-founder of iBurst
- Enabling Broadband. Incumbents’ and governments’ dilemma. Do we direct the right things?: Christoph Legutko, Manager, Intel

**Presentations: Innovations for Shared Use**
- Questioning National Sovereignty: Robert Horvitz, Director, Open Spectrum Foundation, Czech Republic
- Clogging the Mesh: Issues with Open Spectrum Models: Richard Bennett, Research Fellow, Information Technology & Innovation Foundation, USA
- Regulation of Shared Spectrum - Technical Issues Arising in Heterogeneous Networks: Jens Elsner, Communications Engineering Lab, KIT
- Research Issues with Collective Use: Simon Forge, SCF Associates, UK

**Discussion and Agreement on Next Steps**
- Comments: Gregor Dürrenberger, Executive Officer, Swiss Research Foundation on Mobile Communication
- Discussion and Agreement on Next Steps: All